
HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD 
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO 
Appeal No. 28-13 

DECISION MODIFYING AGENCY DISMISSAL TO A 30-DAY SUSPENSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: 

STEVEN ECONOMAKOS, Appellant. 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, 
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation. Agency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Appellant. Steven Economakos. appeals his dismissal from employment with the 
Denver Sheriff's Deportment {Agency} on June 14. 2013. for alleged violations of 
specified Career Service Rules. and Agency regulations. A hearing concerning this 
appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer. on September 6, 2013. The 
Agency was represented by Franklin A. Nachman. Assistant City Attorney, while the 
Appellant was represented by Reid Elkus. Esq .. Elkus Sisson & Rosenstein LLC. Agency 
exhibits 1, 2. 4, 7-1, 7-3. 7-4. 10. 17, 18. 26. 36. 39. and 41 were admitted, as was 
Appellant's exhibit A. The following witnesses testified for the Agency: Director and 
Undersheriff Gary Wilson; Deputy Ryan Grassmick; Deputy Justin Tomsick: Captain Gina 
McCall; and Captain Pout Ortega. The Appellant testified on his own behalf during his 
case-in-chief, and presented no other witness. At the beginning of hearing. the 
Agency withdrew its allegation and associated Career Service Rule violations. that the 
Appellant introduced contraband into the Van Cise-Simonet Detention Center in 
downtown Denver. 

II. ISSUES 

The following issues were presented for appeal: 

A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60-A., 
B., K .• L.. or Z. 

B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules. whether 
the Agency's decision to dismiss him conformed to the standards of discipline under 
CSR 16-10. 
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Ill. FINDINGS 

Steven Economokos was hired as a security specialist• in the Agency in 2010. He 
advanced to probationary status as a deputy sheriff in the Agency. but was returned 
from probationary deputy to security specialist during the investigation of the events in 
this case. Economakos remained a security specialist until his dismissal in June 2013. He 
was familiar with the Agency's rules. regulations and post orders. and was expected to 
follow them. 

The Van Cise-Simonet Detention Center. also known as the Downtown Detention 
Center. or DOC, houses Denver's downtown jail and holding facility. On September 30, 
2012, an inmate at the DDC informed a deputy sheriff that inmate Sean York was 
having a seizure. Two deputies escorted York to the medical unit where York confessed 
he faked his seizure in order to be removed from his residential pod. York explained he 
was assaulted the previous day and feared for his safety. He showed medical staff. 
and three deputies who were present. scratches and bruises on his back, chest. rib 
cage, arms and right ankle. 

York reported he hod a dispute the previous day with the officer on duty, Security 
Specialist Steven Economokos. York claimed Economakos retaliated by instructing 
other inmates to take York into the janitor's closet and assault him. Unlike the rest of the 
residential pod, the janitor closet hos no security camera. York also claimed 
Economakos engaged in other wrongdoing.2 

The Agency convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on June 6. 2013, attended by 
Economakos and his attorney. On June 14. 2013 the Agency terminated Economakos's 
employment. This appeal followed timely. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

A. Jurisdiction and Review 

Jurisdiction is proper under CSR§ t 9-l0A.l .(a}. as a direct appeal of a dismissal. 
am required to conduct a de novo review. meaning to consider all the evidence as 
though no previous act ion had been token. Turner v. Rossmiller. 532 P .2d 7 51 !Colo. 
App. 1975). 

B. Burden and Standard of Proof 

The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case. to prove the 
Appellant violated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules. and to prove 
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its decision to dismiss the Appellant from employment complied with CSR 16-20. The 
standard by which the Agency must prove its claims is by a preponderance of the 
evidence. 

C. Career Service Rule Violations alleged by the Agency 

I. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty. 

To sustain a violation under CSR 16-60 A. the Agency must establish that 
Economokos utterly failed to perform a known duty. In re Gutierrez. CSB 65-1 IA, 3 
14/ 4/13). The Agency claimed Economakos foiled to keep the janitor's closet in pod 4B 
locked at all times it was not being accessed. [Wilson testimony). 

The parties agreed the duty in question was the enforcement of Agency Housing 
Post Order VIII, the pertinent part of which states "The Janitor's Closet shall remain 
locked when not being used." [Exhibit I 0-11). The parties consumed considerable 
capitol debating the meaning of the phrase "when not being used." [Wilson testimony: 
McColl testimony; Grossmick testimony: Ortega testimony: Exhibit 18-5: Appellant 
testimony). The Agency alleged the phrase requires the closet to be locked at all times 
when it is not being accessed. Economakos explained he understood the order to 
mean the closet was to be locked ofter "active cleaning," which to him meant the 
closet could remain unlocked while cleaning was occurring in the area. so that tier 
clerks3 could access the closet for necessary supplies. 

The debate was not relevant. Even accepting Economakos's interpretation - that 
he is responsible for securing the door only after all cleaning was complete - he 
admitted, during his Internal Affairs Bureau flAB) interview. again at his pre-disciplinary 
meeting, and again at hearing. that all cleaning was finished when he failed to secure 
the janitor's closet himself. that he allowed on inmate to secure the door. and that he 
failed to check inside the closet. (See, e.g. Appellant testimony]. Consequently. the 
debate over his duty to lock the janitor's closet during cleaning was superfluous. 
Moreover. Economakos acknowledged he failed this duty. "I made a mistake. I hod a 
duty to do and I mode a mistake by not completing it." and "I didn't actually go in 
there to make sure it was cleared." [Economokos testimony). 

Economakos's acknowledgment of his failure to secure the janitor's closet after 
cleaning was completed constitutes a violation of CSR 16-60 A. the same facts 
establish a violation Agency Housing Post Order VIII. and thus a violation of CSR 16-60 L. 

2. CSR 16-60 B. Carelessness in the performance of duties. 

Under 16-60 B., it is the Appellant's acts {performonceJ , rather than omissions 
{neglect). which are reviewed. Thus. a violation under this rule occurs for performing 
poorly. rather than neglecting to perform, an important duty. In re Gomez, CSA 02-12. 3 
(5/14/12). 
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Unlike Economakos's failure to secure the janitor's closet door. the Agency's 
principal assertion under this rule was Economakos's alleged failure to give his full 
attention to inmates on September 29. 2013. the direct result of which was the assault 
on inmate York. Economakos replied alternately by acknowledging he should hove 
paid closer attention to inmate activities but also denying he did anything wrong. 

D.O. 200.9 states "FULL ATTENTION TO DUTIES. Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall 
devote their full attention to their duties in accordance with the policies and 
procedures of their assigned post." D.O. 200.19 states "Disobedience of Rule. Deputy 
sheriffs and employees shall not violate any lawful Departmental rule ... including ... [t}he 
Janitor's Closet shall remain locked when not being used." The following factors were 
decisive. 

( 1} Economakos acknowledged two of his main duties were the care and control 
of inmates. 

(2) Economakos acknowledged unmonitored inmates can cause "mischief'' with 
materials from the janitor's closet 

(3) Pod 4B has two levels. 

(4) At the time of the assault on inmate York. Economakos was not observing 
activity in or near the closet. He opened the closet door. and immediately turned 
away, walked to his desk and went upstairs. ignoring several inmates entering the 
closet. While upstairs. Economakos could not see the closet or area near the 
closet. The matter upstairs was not urgent.4 

IS) Economokos failure to monitor activity in and around the janitor's closet for two 
minutes. while he went upstairs to check on an inmate. permitted inmates, 
including non-tier clerks. to toke York into the closet and assault him. 

(6) Economakos permitted an inmate to secure the janitor closet door. but the 
inmate lett it unlocked. allowing others to enter with York. 

Since Economakos knew he was responsible for the care and control of his 
charges. and acknowledged he is responsible for monitoring and securing the janitor 
closet, then his lapse in monitoring and securing the closet was a careless performance 
of his duty to give full attention to his duties to core for and to control inmates under 
D.O. 200.9. 

Economakos replied he was the lone officer for 50-60 inmates, so when he went 
upstairs he could not see the closet area. Since Economakos knew he was alone, knew 
he hod to monitor inmates during cleaning. and the situation upstairs was not urgent. 
he was careless in going upstairs knowing the closet would remain unmonitored. 
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He also claimed when he permitted on inmate to close the janitor closet door. he 
saw it close and heard the sound of the door latching so that he was convinced it was 
secure. Allowing an inmate to secure the door was a careless performance of 
Economakos's duty to insure care and control of inmates. as evidenced by the 
subsequent numerous entries and sorties of inmates and the assault on York. 

3. CSR 16-60 K. Foiling to meet established standards of performance including 
either qualitative or guontitative standards ... 

This rule covers performance deficiencies that can be measured either by qualitative or 
quantitative standards. such as those one would find in a performance evaluation. In re 
Castanedo. CSA 79-03. 12 ( 12/ 18/02). The Agency claimed the Appellant failed to 
meet the following Performance Enhancement Program (PEP) standards. 

The standards at issue here were the Agency's PEP standards for core and 
control of inmates. [Exhibit 18-1. 2]. Economakos's admissions. above, also establish a 
violation of this rule. 

4. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations, 
policies or rules ... 

In addition to D.O. 200.9 (full attention to duties) and D.O. 300.19.1 (post order 
regarding janitor's closet). addressed above. the Agency cited D.0. 300.11.6. Conduct 
Prejudicial. 

Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not engage in conduct prejudicial to 
the good order and effectiveness of the Department or conduct that 
brings disrepute on or compromises the integrity of the City or the 
Department or conduct unbecoming which 

lo) May or may not specifically be set forth in Deportment rules 
and regulations or the Operations Manual: or 

(b} Causes harm greater than would reasonably be expected to 
result. regardless of whether the misconduct is specifically set forth in 
Deportment rules and regulations or the Operations Manual. 

The Career Service Boord recently explained this D.O. applies more broadly 
than CSR 16-60 Z. In re Khe1ik. CSB 31-l 2A., 5 ( 10/3/13). The Boord stated this D.O. 
encompasses "conduct that might otherwise appear to be minor. yet results in 
serious consequences or potential consequences." [Jd. p.3J. 

Wilson testified Economokos violated this departmental order because he 
"created the opportunity for a person to be harmed." Wilson continued that 
"medically, this person {York}. had to be seen by medical personnel.'' and there were 
"a lot of concerns related to. I guess. the reputation of the Agency." Wilson also stated 
Economokos's conduct "caused concern to the Agency about compromising the 
integrity of the City in regards to our employee's ability to adhere to procedures and 
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policies." He added he believed "it's a concern" that Economokos' conduct might 
have an effect on the public's perception of the Agency. Wilson's testimony 
establishes Economakos's conduct might have potential consequences to the Agency. 
thus establishing a violation of this rule pursuant to D.O. 300.11.6 as construed in Khelik. 

5. CSR 16-60 z. Conduct preiudicial to the good order and effectiveness of the 
department or agency. or conduct that brings disrepute on or compromises the 
integrity of the City. 

To sustain this violation. the agency must prove the Appellant's conduct caused 
actual harm to the Agency or to the City. Undoubtedly. Economakos' lapses caused 
harm to York. however. the Agency foiled to establish what actual harm occurred to 
the Agency or to the City. Wilson testified the harm was potential. As the Boord 
explained in concluding an agency must prove actual harm, "For purposes of career 
service hearings, a reasonable expectation of harm would hove to be based upon 
something that is objective. tangible and meosureable; otherwise, it would be nothing 
more than speculation." In re Jones. CSB 88-09A..2-3 (9/29/10). In light of the Agency's 
failure to show actual harm. no violation is established under this rule. 

V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE 

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. 
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense. 
an employee's past record. and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with 
the rules. CSR§ 16-20. 

A. Seriousness of proven offenses 

The Agency's most serious allegations were that Economakos introduced 
contraband into the DOC and that he directed inmates to assault another inmate. The 
Agency withdrew its contraband argument and did not pursue its claim that 
Economakos directed the assault on York. Instead the Agency relied on Economakos' 
failure to pay attention to inmates. the proximate cause of which was injury to York. 

Moreover. In its notice of discipline. the Agency based its disciplinary decision, in 
part. upon several other allegations: his introduction of contraband into the DOC; 
allowing inmates to smoke; allowing inmates to be out of uniform; and showing pictures 
of personal cars on the Agency's computer during his shift. The Agency withdrew the 
most malevolent allegation - the introduction of contraband - and presented no 
evidence of the other violations at hearing. other than Wilson's passing mention that an 
inmate was out of uniform. but not linking his observation to Economoko's duties. 

B. Prior Record 

Economokos's PEPR rating of "Below Expectations." subsequent Performance 
Improvement Plan (PIP). and his failure of probation were based upon the incidents in 
this appeal. [See Exhibit 1-38 through 1-46 and. in particular. supervisor's comments at 
Exhibit 1-43). There was no other discipline. Economokos's supervisor commended him 
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on his past performance. both as a security specialist and during his employment as a 
deputy sheriff. 

C, Lildihood of reform 

The Agency believed Economakos's conduct was so severe as to merit dismissal 
regardless of his disciplinary history or desire to reform. It was difficult to assess 
Economakos's desire to reform. since neither side addressed it in at any length. 
Consequently this factor is unknown. 

D. Other factors. 

Dismissal is an excessive penalty where: the Agency failed to prove the most 
egregious violations; Economakos's had an otherwise-clear disciplinary record;5 and 
the Agency's failed to prove he is incapable of lasting reform. In addition. Economakos 
acknowledged his carelessness in failing to devote his full attention to his duties. 

While the level of discipline in any particular case does not depend upon 
discipline assessed in other Career Service cases, previous cases can be instructive in 
assessing the level of discipline available to a reasonable administrator. Deputies hove 
been dismissed in coses where they failed to pay attention to their duties. however the 
failure to devote full attention to duties. alone. did not warrant dismissal. 

A 3-year deputy was dismissed ofter he was caught playing cards with a co
worker on duty, lied about it during the investigation. and pertinent to the present case. 
left a gate unlocked which could hove allowed inmates to access prohibited areas. 
However. the Agency considered the most egregious circumstances in that case were 
that the deputy lied about his culpability. he had just finished serving a substantial 
suspension one week earlier for dishonesty. and he hod a series of progressive 
disciplinary actions during his service. In re Simpleman. CSA 31-06. t 0-11 ( l 0/26/06); 
affirmed. In re Simpleman. CSB 3 l-06A (8/2/07) . Notably. the co-worker with whom 
Simplemon was playing cards was not dismissed. In assessing a 45-day suspension. the 
Agency noted the co-worker deputy had several prior disciplinary incidents, but took 
responsibility for his misconduct. and appeared capable of lasting reform. [Id.]. 

In In re Norman-Curry, CSA 28-07. 50-08, (2/27/09). affirmed CSB 19/3/09). a deputy 
continued to crochet on duty even after she was ordered to desist. She also left her 
crochet needles unattended and foiled to lock the gate to that room. which could 
have permitted inmates to fashion shanks; nonetheless those circumstances were not 
considered terminable offenses. Rother. what tipped the scales toward dismissal in that 
case was her pattern of defiance. along with slamming the head of an inmate into a 
wall while the inmates hands were handcuffed behind her, and she was not resisting. 
[Id. at 24; ]. 
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In another appeal. a deputy was dismissed after he claimed to have conducted 
all eight of his night rounds, but an inmate was found hanged in his cell in the morning 
with physical evidence he hod been dead for at least several hours during the 
appellant's shift. In re Rogers, CSA 25-08 (3/19/09). affirmed CSB 25-08A (7/16/09}. 

VI. ORDER 

In consideration of the findings and conclusions above. the Agency's termination 
. of the Appellant's employment on June 14, 2013, is MODIFIED to a 30-day suspension. 

Appellant shall be reinstated to his position as security specialist. reimbursed his back 
pay and benefits in accordance with this order. and the Agency shall remove records 
of Appellant's dismissal from its personnel records. 

DONE October 21. 2013. 

Bruce A. Plotkin 
Career Service Boord Hearing Officer 
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